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Virtual Violence?

Dorms vs. Apartments
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The Guardian
Web Poll Results

How do you fee! about the legalization of mari|uana?
Legalize it!!! 28%
Legalize it. but impose government restraint. 31 ° >
I don't really care either way. 19%
Don't legalize it!!! Ever 13°;
Strengthen already existing laws against • 0°..

Corrections
The College Park Apartments are supplied with Fairborn City
water.

News Bits
• College of
Education and
Human Services reaccredited
WSU's College of Education
and Human Services
received re-accreditation
this month from the
nation's most prestigious
accrediting body for U.S.
colleges. The designation
puts the school among
only 19 institutions in the
state and 600 in the country having earned the seal
of approval for producing
quality teachers.

• Founder of Habitat
for Humanity visiting
Dayton
Millard Fuller, the founder
of Habitat for Humanity
International, is visiting
several locations in Dayton
on May 6 to speak to local
leaders and celebrate
events taking place
through the Dayton Habitat
for Humanity.

• WSU attorney
awarded

Michael Booher, student
advocate and attorney, will
receive an outstanding
services award on May 1
from the Greater Dayton
Voluntary Lawyers Project.
The award is for voluntary
work done through the
project, which brings
together 700 lawyers in
the Dayton area to give
counsel to individuals who
otherwise couldn't afford
it.

• OSU riots lead to
arrests, expulsion
Police in riot gear used
tear gas to disperse
crowds and arrested 26
people, including 13 Ohio
State University students,
after parties got out of
hand on April 22. Revelers
set fires, broke windows
and severely damaged
cars. Twelve officers sustained minor injuries.
Students who held the parties can be suspended
from school and possibly
expelled, according to
school officials.

Earn $14.15 base appt.

Marie Maldonado (center) teaches Latin dc icing to students at the second
annual Latin Night in the Student Union on April 30.
Photo by Alf Butler

Campus Crime
Arson/ Related offense
April 26: Criminal damaging to a vehicle was reported in Lot 17.
April 26: Criminal damaging to a vehicle was reported in Lot 13.
Auto
April 27: An individual was
cited for an automobile
accident without injuries,
not taking care when starting or backing and parking
in a handicap space outside Cedar Hall.

Larceny/ Theft
April 24: A car was reported
stolen in Lot 1.
April 2-4: Theft from a building was reported in the
Bookstore.
April 25: A car stereo was
reported stolen in Lot 10.
April 25: A car stereo was
reported stolen in Lot 10.
April 26: A car stereo was
reported stolen in Lot 10.
Offense against family
April 28: An individual was

arrested for leaving a
child unattended in a
motor vehicle in Lot 13.
Offense of public peace
April 26: Telephone
harassment was reported
in Hamilton Hall.
Outstanding warrant
April 24: An individual
was arrested on an outstanding warrant at the
Nutter Center.

HEAVY DUTY
BATTERY

Guaranteed starting pay!
10-40 hrs/wk. We train!
Co-ops/Scholarships awarded. Conditions Exist.
Call Mon.-Fri., 11-6pm 436-3580
www.workforstudents.com
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May Daze
SB officials elected for next year
By Jake Stanley
Staff Writer
Chris Myers and running
mate Lindsay Walthall were
announced as next year's
Student Government president and vice president on
April 2(>. The two received
1,223 online votes in the
first-ever online election at
Wright State.
The Myers/Walthall ticket received 405 votes more
than their closest competition, the duo of Josh Burger
and Cliff Rosenbergcr, who
received a total of 820 votes.
"They ran a good campaign. They deserved to
win," said Rosenberger. "It's
a long haul to be out there
and try and get students to
vote," he added.
"It was what the people
wanted," said presidential
candidate Mohamed AlHamdani, whose ticket finished third in the election. "I
had a lot of fun doing it. you
learn a lot about yourself
and WSU while campaign-

V

Lindsay Walthall and Chris Myers will take office
next year.
File p h o t o
ing.
"We expected a close
race, and didn't expect to
win by the amount we did. It
was challenging with five
tickets," said Myers. "I'm
very' excited. Now I have a

chance to make a differ
ence."
According to SG Chief
Justice Amy Davis-Ret tig, the
total votes for this year's
election amassed 3,407, topping last year's showing of

'lis was due to the
lence of voting
on. . said Davis-Ret tig.
"Everything went really
well. The people were more
informed, and we didn't
have to pay people to man
the |voting| booths," said
Davis-Rettig.
Myers and Walthall arc
tentatively set to oe inaugurated on May 23 I he date
may need to be moved
according to Myers because
he and Walthall will be
attending the National
Association of College and
University Residence Halls
leadership conference in
Minneapolis at that time.
"We plan to follow
through on all our campaign
promises. We just haven't
sat down to figure out the
order in which to accomplish things," said Myers.
Myers also added tiiat
two of the campaign focuses
were going to be online
availability of. teacher evaluations through ROX and the

see "SG" p. 6

Students ready
for good time
By Dan Brock
Staff Writer

Wright State's annual
May Daze party takes place
at the end of this week. The
Union Activities Board has
arranged a day of activities,
with the theme "These arc
the Daze," on May 3.
The UAB, along with student groups and university
departments, will host a variety of attractions from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. The event will
be held in the Green Circle
behind the Student Union.
The UAB is hoping the
May Daze festivities will continue to attract more celebrators. "The success of May
Daze has improved steadily,"
•said UAB Graduate Advisor
Heather Bashara. "Last year,
we had the most participation since I've been
involved."
Community members will
be welcomed to enjoy all of
the activities free of charge.
Some of the games provided
include an inflatable obstacle
course, a dunking booth,
"bouncy boxing," "the
bungee run" and a sports
challenge. Other attractions,
such as karaok* and a petting zoo, will also occupy
fun seekers.
The annual party will
serve as a venue for musical
acts to perform. "The musicians that will be playing are
4 Universal Elements, 2010
music group, Bethany
Adelsberger and WSU's
Battle of the Bands winner
DSL," said Bashara.
I he UAB will use
approximately SI0,000 of
their budget to bring May
Daze to life.
"The UAB staff works
very hard to make this event
happen so students can
enjoy the attractions and

Lot 10: Parking office rethinks pay lot
By Jake Stanley
Staff Writer
A resolution to push
for turning Lot 10 into a
regular commuter parking
lot was introduced and
approved at the April 18
Student Government meeting.
The measure, introduced by Commuter
Senator Josh Fehrman and
SG President Neal Duiker,
would result in a waiver of
the three-dollar fee for
commuter students who
wish to park in the lot.
"It doesn't solve the
parking problems, but it
would alleviate some of
the headaches for at least
60 cars," said Duiker.

I

Visitors park in the pay lot in front of the Student
Union. This is one of several pay-per-use lots on
campus.
P h o t o b y j D Gjffin
According to Rob
Kretzer, director of Parking
and Transportation, Lot 10
offers an alternative for
those who don't wish to park

in Lot 4, and are able to
afford the three-dollar cost.
The lot has been
reduced over the past few
years to coincide with the

diminishing demand for the
spaces. According to Kretzer
the lot started with around
170 spaces that was reduced
to 80 and now includes
approximately 30 spots.
"There wasn't a demand
to keep that many spaces so
they were turned into regular spaces. We aren't going
to benefit from making it
smaller again," said Kretzer.
The cost to run the lot
is not being met by the
three-dollar charge due to its
low demand, according to
Duiker. He said only around
three-fourths of the lot is
being used at peak times,
"...and that's being generous."

see "Lot 10" p. 8

see "May Daze" p. 5
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Alumni step in to pay top rebuilding tower
By Kimberly Short
Staff W r i t e r
After nearly two years of
logistical hurdles, Wright
State plans on re reeling the
Bell Tower this summer. The
tower used to be at the
entrance of the university,
but when construction to
enlarge the school began, the
tower was torn down.
The Alumni Association
rose more than S50,000 to
rebuild the tower, which will
be called the Alumni Tower.
It will be placed in the Green
Circle behind the Student
Union. The plaza will also
have seating surrounding the
tower.
Construction of the
tower is planned to begin in

After destruction, the remains o' the WSU Bell
Tower was kept in this storage area next to Lot 20.
mid-June and will be compic led before the Alumni
Association has its annual

Photo by J.D. Giffin
reunion in October.
The tower was supposed
to be reconstructed last

summer, but with the budgei
cuts, the school did not have
the mon ,v>r the projec t,
accord. •
' i Davidson,
assistant
.idem of
Facilities.
and
Managenu
. turned to
different orguii. ;tions for
support, and the Alumni
Association stepped up to
the plate.
Alumni saw the Bell
Tower as a landmark to the
university, according to
Perry Moore, university
provost. "It's a link to our
past," said Moore, who ha •
worked at WSU for nearK iO
years.
Last year, WSU surveyed
students, faculty and alumni
regarding whether the tower
should be rebuilt, what

scope it should have and
where it should be placed.
This summer's plans match
the results of that survey.
When original rebuilding
plans were discussed, many
wanted the original bricks to
be used. What could be salvaged was, and they are nowbeing held on campus in the
grounds storage. They are to
be cleaned and will serve as
the base of the new tower,
.iccording to Davidson.
The Alumni Association
is also selling a number of
the left-over bricks to anybody that wishes to have
their name put on them and
placed in the ground surrounding the tower. All the
funds collected will go to
support scholarships.

Greeks prepare to compete, educate next week
By Josh Sweigart
News Editor
Wright State's fraterni'ies and sororities are getting in gear for this year's
Greek Week, held May 3
through 10.
Guest speakers, competi

NCW j r

OPEN

tions and fundraising events
are planned to promote
Greek Life and build unity
among Greek organizations,
according to Chad Creviston,
strategic planning chair for
the Gri ek Affairs Council
and business management
and human resources major.
The events Will be com-

PLAY FREE
With this coupon and
one paid admission.
Expires B/MOZ
Original North Location
Only
@ 4430 N. Main (Rt. 48) in
Forest Park Plaza

(937) 274-8689
Phone: (937) 256-9000
Fax: (937) 256- 8879

cricket
l&ce$tream

Dayton Wireless

petitive, with one fraternity
and sorority winning, and
one of the two taking the
overall award, a mark of
pride among Greek organizations, according to Shawna
Cullen, Greek excellence
coordinator and communications major.
Delta Tau Delta and
Delta Zeta won last sear,
with there being no overall
award.
"It's not about who's the

see "Greeks" p. 8
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"View

"Apartmtnts

Now accepting
reservations f o r
m!>L£
VIEW'S
Watting List f o r
Summer/Fair 02

Minutes from Campus!
Cheaper than the dorms!

* / } C T A/OJj SO JOU ore rot left
UJithxxt o n a p a r + w v f n t w f scXool year!

Airway Plaza
Corner of Woodman & Colonel Glenn

Delta Zeta members qet
an early start on their
Greek Week activities.
Photo by Justin Garman

AIR FORCE NURSES
If you have a B.S.N.. you may
qualify for a S5.000 sign-on
bonus. You'll enjoy 30 days of
vacation with pay. health benefits. travel and continuing education programs, interested?
Call I-800-423-USAF
or visit airforce.com.

937- 878-3973
118 Old Yellow Springs Rd. Fairboni OH
U.B.AIM r O H C t
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Students protest funding at state capitol
WSU states support of tobacco and corporate tax increases to protect education
u
By Josh S\.v Igart
News Editor

Student protesters from
across Ohio came together in
Columbus on April 24 to
demand more state support
for higher education.
More than 100 students
attended, with representatives from all state universities in Ohio. They listened to
school and state political x
speakers and waved banners
saying, "Students need to
learn more, not pay more."
"I want the government
to know that higher education is important to us," said
Curtis Boyd, mathematics
major at Ohio State
University. "Hopefully the
different schools coming
together will cause them to

see students
sentatives
actually care,
may open up
I want the government
and they will
their minds
to know that higher edutake that into
so kids can
cation
is
important
to
us.
considerago to coltion."
lege," said
- Durtis Boyd, mathematics
"We want
Ryan. "Get
major
at
Ohio
State
organized
people to go
University.
to college,"
and camsaid Rep.
paign.
Register your
Tom
friends and classmates, and
Brinkman, R-Cincinnati.
turn this around."
"Hopefully we can address
some of these needs. We
In a relat ed story, WSU
administrators testified in
need to get people in college,
get them degrees and gel
the Ohio Senate last week in
favor of a newly proposed
them out into the workforce
so more business is generated in the state."
Sen. Tim Ryan, D-Ohio,
also supported the rally. "It
comes down to one thing.
Maybe if we protest and
make enough noise, repre-

55

"ild increase
and close cor>pholes.
ies a different
solution
,e state's budget problems uhan cutting
higher education)," said
Matthew Filipic, WSU vicepresident of business and
fiscal affairs.
Ohio's financial situation
has worsened in the las' couple months, according to
Filipic, after the state recently announced its seco.id billion-dollar deficit expectation this year.
bi

P»ra

In light of the deficit.
Gov. Bob Taft announced a
few weeks ago that it was
not his intention to cut higher education further.
Filipic said it is unusual
for students to organize as
they have for the rally, and if
the movement shows (Inability to generate numbers
in the polls, it can be effective. State elections are in
November.
Historically, state leaders
have not worried about students because very few of
them vote, according to
Filipic.

See Why Business Professionals

CHOOSE WRIGHT STATE
for their MBA

"May Daze" continued

only vehicles with the correct permit will be permitted
take their mind off school
to park," said Finnie.
for a day," said Bashara. UAB
Most arrests that police
Special Events Chair Iris
make during after-May Daze
Mirelez, in particular, has
parties are alcohol related.
put an extraordinary amount
Last year there were several
of effort into this year's celearrests for disorderly conbration."
duct
by intoxication.
Students customarily
However, the number of
continue the May Daze celearrests has decreased from
bration long after the univer25 in 2000 to 15 last year.
sity sanctioned festivities
The majority of the
have ended. WSU police are
after-May Daze partying is
expecting
concentrated in
the party to
the Cimarron
T h e university in no
spread to
Apartment comw a y c o n d o n e s disother areas
plex.
"Cimarron is
orderly conduct or
on and off
Fairborn's juriscampus. "We underage drinking,
diction so we will
generally see
work together to
several par-Captain David Finnie.
police the area,"
ties in
associate director of
said Finnie.
College Park,
Public Safety.
After-May
the dorms,
J 7 Daze partiers
and other
are
encouraged
to
keep
the
areas around campus," said
party confined to a residence
Captain David Finnic, associand keep their cups upside
ate director of Public Safety.
down when in a public place.
WSU Police meet annual"If students of legal age
ly with other area law
decide to participate in conenforcement agencies to dissuming alcoholic beverages,
cuss the monitoring of the
they must do so with comlarge-scale celebrations.
mon sense and drink responBarricades will be set up
sibly. The university in no
near the College Park
way condones disorderly
Apartments' entrances on
conduct or underage drinkFriday night. "In order to
ing," said Finnie.
control the flow of traffic,

A n MBA degree f r o m W r i g h t S t a t e
U n i v e r s i t y can h e l p y o u t a k e
y o u r career to new heights.

u—

•

More concentrations t h a n a n y
other area s c h o o l , so you can
c u s t o m t a i l o r your MBA degree.

•

Relevant c u r r i c u l u m s u c h as
E-Commerce a n d I n t e r n a t i o n a l
Business, because local
business leaders say they need
professionals w i t h a global
perspective.

•

Faculty w i t h real-world
experience a n d close ties to
local business.

•

Designed for working
professionals, w i t h e v e n i n g a n d
late-afternoon classes.

•

Conveniently located right off
1-675-

Choose the best of the best - t h e
first MBA program i n t h e M i a m i
Valley to be accredited by AACSB
International.

Raj Soin
C o l l e g e

of" B u s i n e s s

W R I G I IT STAT
IJA/

/ V I. R S I I Y

Raj Soln College of Business
www.wright.edu/business/mba/
(937) 775 3645

WAACSB

I
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"SG" continued
expansion of the Wright One
Card's use to off campus
businesses.
The senator positions
were also filled, with about
half of the winners remaining unofficial at this time.
Five of the eleven senatorial
positions were won by write-

in candidates and are currently being contacted b\
Student Life and SCi to set
the staff as soon as possible,
according to school officials.
"We're hoping everyone
selected is willing to fulfill
their obligations," said
Myers. "It may be difficult
and challenging, but we arc

up for it."
"Lindsay and I will meet
with (this year's administration) and select cabinet positions at the end of the year
and establish our goals and
initiatives," said Myers. "We
will then be working all summer to gel things ready."

NOW HIRING
Section Editors
Editor
(31§njric A r t i s t
Ad G-j^Sppk Mgr.
Adminiatrative Aaat
Asst. News Editbr
Asst.
aat. Production "Edffa
Chief Photographer
f o r t h e 2002-2003 s c h o o l

TIE GUARDIAN

Valley Street Bingo
3470 Valley Street
Riverside, OH 45424
Thursday and Saturday
License # 0016-34
Sunday and Monday
License # 0223-45

SG Sunator Election
ommuter
Joshua Fehrman- 1573
Write in- 172

Raj Soin College of
Business
Write-in: P »vc Grcen-9
Kent Mc< ormick-6
James Ri ker-(>
College of Kngineering
and Computer Science
Catherine Zelnio-21X
Write-in-26
College of Liberal Arts
Corey Barnes-258
Jordan Russell-232
Write-in-51
College of .Nursing
and Health
Write-in: Jennifer Martin-6

Residential
Andrea Bolds-5(W
Linda Moore-448
Kellen Fuqua-280
Write-in-66
School of Graduate
Studies
Write-in: Megan
llarter-13
College of
Kducation and
Human Services
Aunja-Leis Bishop135
Write-in-11
School of Medicine
Write-in: Julie Sroga-25
School of Professional
Psychology
Rashidat Shittu-33
Write-in-13

College of Science and Mathematics
Write in: Amanda .McConncll-8
•Write-ins have yet to be verified.

COOL STUFF
WANTED!

Plato's Closet is a cool, new retail store in Dayton that buys and
sells gently used, brand name teen apparel, shoes and accessories for both girls and guys such as Abercrombie & Fitch, GAP,
Tommy Hilfigcr. Polo, Old Navy. Express, J. Crew, Nike, FUBU.
Sell us your cool clothing, outerwear, shoes, CD's and get paid
on the spot for all items accepted! Clothing must be in good
condition and current style. No appointment! Check us out!

PLATA'S
CLOSET
Beavercreek
Centerville
2470 Commons Bivd
toi E. Alex Bell Rd.
off N. I .urlii ld next to Golden Corral
In Cross I'ointe Center
937-427-S224
937-312-9321
More hours: Monday-Saturday Hi am lo X pin Sunday n<H>n >pin

I
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Business leader speaks on how to make it big
By Alf Butler
Frtltor-in-chief

um that could go over mass
amounts of carpeted area.
Today approximately 400
Oreck products and accesOffering advice to stude.its who may be seeking to sories are sold to businesses
and tisumers throughout
start their own businesses
Not ,n America, South
some day, David Oreck, the
founder and chairman of rhe America, Europe and Asia.
In 1998, Oreck
Oreck
- was named the
Corporation, • •
F.rnst and
spoke on camFind a niche and
Y oung National
pus Tuesday
Entrepreneur
morning in the focus on it,
of the Year.
Student Union
Product
•David Oreck. founder
Multipurpose
and creator of the differentiation
Room about
is
an
important
Oreck
corporation.
his own busipart of Oreck's
ness strateThe
gies.
55 strategy.
company
Beginning
boasts having products that
in New York City, Oreck
started the company in 1963 were hypoallergenic years
before indoor air quality
after coming up with his
became a major concern.
own idea for a v acuum. He
knew some hotels in the area Some models also have an
that told him he should mar- FM radio and headphones in
the handle to encourage
ket an efficient, yet lightweight and affordable, vacu- teenagers to help vacuum

the house.
Although he said start
ing every business can b<
tough, entrepreneurs hav«
stay focused on the produo ,
"How the product is distributed is essential to hav ing a
good business," said Oreck.
First starting with just
liotels, his vacuum cleaners
are now sold on QVC,
through telemarketers and
advertised on television commercials.
For young entrepreneurs, he offered the advice.
"Find a niche and focus on
it." It's also very important
to be disciplined and
focused. "If you are tenacious and your plans are
bad, then so will your product, but if you are tenacious
and your plan is good, then
your end product will be
good," stated Oreck.
The event was sponsored by the Raj Soin College
of Business.

Berkwood Farmer (left), dean of the Raj Soin
College of Business and David Oreck, entrepreneur,
help students plan their futures.
Photo by Justin Garman

Say hello to our

newest

Motorola v120c

arrival.

SAQ99

plus tax

after *50 mail-in savings.
For new customers.

For a limited time, get a * 5 0 mail-In savlnqs on our coolest Cricket" phone y e t - t h e new Motorola v120c. with voice-activated
dialing. After savlnqs. that's just S49.99 plus tax for new customers, and your first month of service Is free. Then, start enjoyinq
truly unlimited calls over your Cricket* service area for Just S32.95 a month plus tax. and U.S. lonq distance for Just 8« a minute.
Offer qood thru May 15. 2002. or while supplies last. Limit 2 per customer.

cricket

C o m f o r t a b l e Wireless*

For more information call 1 -800-CRICKET toll-free or visit us at www.cricketcommunications.com
—
Springfield
Upper Valley Mall
1475 Upper Valley Pike
(In front of Luarui)
325-3496

Cricket Stores

—

-

Miamisburg
Clock Tower Plaza
220 North Springboro Pike
On front of Dick's Sporting Goods)
534-1454

-— - —

—

—

Beavercreek
University Shoppe
2622 Colonel Glenn Hwy.
(Across from Wright State University)
534-1456
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Alumna depicts iiqustice
8
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Book challenges common treatment of disabled
By Ty Swonger
For The Guardian
The late Nellie
Zimmerman's iriumph of wie
human spirit was the centerpiece for a discussion presented by the Social Sciences
Department. Zimmerman's
story was told through
exerts from her biography
entitled. Walking Free: the
Nellie Zimmerman story.
Among the contributors
to the April 23 event were
Rosezelle Boggs-Qualls, a
Wright State alumna of
social work and author of
The Nellie Zimmerman Story,
co-author Rev. Daryl Greene

and friend and lecture collaborator Emily Street
Hensei.
"We arc here to kind of
light a fire under you as
aspiring social workers," said
Greene.
Zimmerman's story
began in 1906. Although she
was born with both vision
and hearing abilities, she
had lost them by the time
she was age 22.
After her father died,
Zimmerman was sent to live
with her relatives. Without a
simple form of communication, her relatives shipped
her from one nursing home
to the next. After a handful
of out-bursts, brought on by
P I t ' t| H f

Take classes this summer at
Bowling Green State University!
Small college atmosphere, major urij#fYity opponurttttefc
8GSU o f f « *

• 6 or 8 - w g « l a p e s
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endless weeks 1 1
the
decision was nui •
Zimmerman in a u>
>spital in Massillon,
as
here that the reality u. .
ing no one to communicate
with became a factor of her
life for the next 18 years.
A nurse at the hospital
named Carrie Dixon and a
young social worker named
Jeff Schenck broke the
silence that Zimmerman had
known for all those years.
Both fought over the course
of a year for her release.
Finally, Zimmerman, at age
71, after being wrongly in'stitutionalized, was released in
1976.
After her release, she
went on to meet Street
Hensei and attended college
with her. They went on to
give over 240 lectures to students and social workers
over the next two years. Even
into her late 70's
Zimmerman continued to
work, offering her experiences to a group home for
deaf and deaf-blind teenage
boys.
"This story is a stor>
about what cart happen when
people fail to adapt to the
needs of the handicapped."
said Greene.

Dayton's largest tanning salon
Dayton- East Salon
152 Woodman Dr.
(Airway Shopping Center)

Dayton- South Salon
5730 Springboro Pk.
(Alex Bell Plaza)

258-9530

299-1225

'''•jJjbs

$30.00
(Expires 5/30/02)
Regular bed and upgrades a

ing the summer," said
Kretzer.
"With the likelihood of
The equipment including
enrollment going up and
the tollbooth and the gate,
more people being on camwould
be moved to replace
pus. gaining 30 to 60 spots
the older equipment presentwould help alleviate some of
ly in Lot 6, according to
the parking congestion."
Kretzer
said Duiker.
A survey
Duiker
was adminisWith the likelihood of
added that a
tered for the
enrollment going up
letter will be
lot, showing
sent to the
and more people
approximately
Department of
being on campus,
one-fourth of
Parking and
gaining 50 to 60 spots the users of
Transportation
would help alleviate
the lot wished
and the
some of the parking
to have the
Provost's
lot removed,
congestion.
Office includaccording to
ing the park-Neal Duiker, SG Duiker. "Man\
ins recommenpeople can't
dations for
afford an
approval.
n extra three
"The decidollars to
sion should be
make sure they get to class
finalized by the end of
on time," he said.
spring quarter and we

u

j Student

Wants You...
...to join us for a cookout!
Check us out and enjoy
FREE Food, Music,
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best; it's about being in an
for a future partnership with
organization where everyone
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can relate to one another."
C reviston. "We believe placing a high
said Mark
King. Phi
importance
We believe placing a high on academSigma Phi
ics will only
member
importance on academics
produce
and biowill only produce positive
medical
change in the Greek com- positive
change in
engineering munity,
major. "The
the Greek
community."
underlying
-Chad Creviston,
Other
theme is a
strategic planning chair
events for
call for
for
the
Greek
Affairs
Council.
the week
Greeks to
unite."
include a lip—
A new
sync contest,
a idition this year is a recepa presentation on The Seven
t- >n for faculty and staff on
Habits of Highly Effective
May 9. There, students and
People, a "Weakest Link" confaculty will begin dialoguetest and a presentation
about furthering academics,
about race with a guest
in the Greek system.
speaker from the National
"We hope to use this
Issues Forum.
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Student loan program would lose $1.3 billion
By William Neikirk
Chicago Tribune (KRT)
The Bush administration
is suggesting a S1.3 billion
cut in a federal student loan
program that millions of college students and graduates
use to lock in low interest
rates on their education
debt, administration and
congressional officials say.
Unveiled to Republican
leaders last week by Mitch
Daniels, director of the
Office of Management and
Budget, the proposal is
expected to trigger
Democratic objections that
the administration is unfairly targeting collegc students
to deal with a growing budget deficit while culling taxes
for the wealthy.
Now, college students
and grads can consolidate all
their education loans and
pay a fixed interest rate for
up to 30 years on the single
loan. Under the new plan,
consolidated loans would
have variable interest rates,
linked to the rise and fall in
market rates, a changc the
administration told congressional leaders would reduce
government costs on subsidized federal loans under
the Pell Grant program,
which is aimed at lowincome students.
Critics of the existing
loan consolidation program
said the government in
effect is subsidizing many
graduates, including well-off
doctors and lawyers, and
using money that could otherwise be directed to needy
students.
A change in the program
would not have an immediate effect on those seeking
to consolidate loans because
interest rates have declined
sharply as a result of Federal
Reserve interest-rate reductions. But Democratic congressional officials said that
as the economy recovers and
interest rates rise, those who
consolidate loans could see
their payments rise sharply.
This prospect made
Republican leaders skittish

about the administration
plan.
"It is unlikely that we
will be using this idea," said
a House GOP leadership
aide. "It is o the list of
options th . UK administration sent to us It might

make sense in a perfect
world, but this is not a perfect world."
Democrats left little
doubt the proposal could be
used as a political weapon.

Congratulations to the
"W t if State University graduates!

SG reform called
for at Stanford
By Kim Vo
(KRT)

which states: "The president and vice president
shall be elected by a
majority" of the students
voting.
He wants the student
body's election commission to order a runoff
between the HenestrozaRodriguez slate, who
received 46 percent of
the votes, and challengers Josh Benson and
Kendra Arimoto, who
won 42 percent. The
commission will meet
this morning to consider
the request.
"The biggest concern
is for the future,"
Crosetto said, '"fhere's
not much investment for
me in this election." He's
even suggested that he
would take the case to
court if necessary .

Patrick Crosetto is a
stickler for rules. So
much so that the
Stanford University student is pushing for a
runoff of his school's
student body elections
last week, even though
next year's president
already has been selected.
The problem,
Crosetto contends, is
that president-elect
Monica Henestroza and
her running mate, Nick
Rodriguez, received t hemost votes, but not a
majority.
Crosetto, who neither ran nor campaigned
for anyone in the race,
points to the Student
Government constitution,
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Virtual violt e does not kill
School killings have more causes than video games
Column by
Don Bruce,
Opinions
Editor

It appears that the
violent youths of
America have finally
been given a run for
their money by another
heartless coward of a
boy from Germany
named, Robert
Steinhaeuser.
Steinhaeuser, in a
grand display of y outhful ignorance, killed
teachers, fellow students, a police officer
and finally himself for a
total of 17 deaths.

The reason, according to
some German political leaders and media outlets, is
clear. Steinhaeuser, an avid
video game player and comic
reader, was a big fan of the
PC game "Counter Strike,"
which allows players to
immerse themselves in a
world of espionage that
involves secretive infiltration
of compounds and graphic
violence and death.
Due to his infatuation
with the game and the fact
that while hunting down his
helpless victims Steinhaeuser
was dressed in an all-black
uniform and mask resembling the uniforms worn in
"Counter Strike," some people have went over the edge
and started calling for a ban

on violent, life-like video
the school had unjustly
games in Germany.
ruined his life. Without a full
What makes this kneediploma, he would have been
jerk reaction so off base is
unable to attend college or
the other facts within the
find a decent job.
case.
In many respects, the lit,lc bas,arcl s ,ife w a s
Steinhaeuser had " | w o u l d
r cently been
.
ruined.
expelled from high
"°P OUt
Along with his
school. This doesn't w i t h 3
current academic
seem so devastating b a s e b a l l b a t plight, you must add
until you understand a n d b e a t
'he ' a c t " 1 a (

that according to

her frickin' • Slc ' n ' laeuscr was a

school regulations in
.
the German state of
Thuringia, any student who
reaches grade 10 and fails
finals twice will be unable to
receive a diploma.
Since Steinhaeuser failed
last y ear, and due to his
expulsion, was set to fail this
year, he may have felt that

fry (>au( kuCi*

.
„ member of, not one,
in...
| n l [ , h o private gun
clubs. I'm sure they feel they
have no responsibility in this
massacre.
So, if we're not going to
blame the school or the gun
club, how can anyone actual|y claim that it was the video
game that made him do it?
Which is more psychologically troubling, the fact
that Steinhaeuser sat for
hours in a darkened room
destroying sprites on his
computer screen designed to
look like people, or the fact
that he spent hours at a time
in private clubs actually
learning to fire and kill with
guns?
Last fall, I was introduced to a game called
"Grand Theft Auto 3." It is
the most brutal game 1 have
ever played, and 1 loved it.
My favorite part was
picking up a hooker from a
street corner (they give you
additional life by, you know,
doing their thing for cash).
Once my virtual prostitute had finished and left the
car, 1 would hop out with a
baseball bat and beat her
frickin' brains in so I could
get my money back.
Gruesome, isn't it?
But that's not the best
part. Once 1 had soundly
beaten this electronic woman
into the ground, I would then
run my avatar (a fancy name

se6'"GMAta't p: i v ' ' •

Opinion
"Games" continued
for the character you control
in a virtual environment)
through the hooker's blood
and laugh hysterically while I
left bloody footprints on the
sidewalk.
Even with that violent of
a streak in me as a video
game player, I have never hit
a woman or shot anyone.
Who would've thought?
The people who need to
be blamed are the parents
and the gun club owners, as
well as, the little idiot
Steinhaeuser himself who
didn't have enough foresight
to see that your life doesn't
end just because it doesn't
go the way you want.
The gist is that the stupid politicians need to pull
their heads out of their asses
and look at the real problems with youth violence:
inattentive parents who
allow the streets to raise
their children, the overabundance of easily accessible
firearms and school systems
that allow children to be broken by bullying and inflexible discipline that locks children into the real possibility
of a ruined future.
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Letters t o t h e Editor

Grd and governn. nt: brainwash
Does > verybody out
there argu ng whether creation should be taught in
school or not realize what
they are arguing about?
This topic of religion in
school really boils down to a
few struggles that nobody
seems to catch.
Government is in the
business of controlling people. To control people they
must control thought.
Religion is also in the
business of controlling people and thought.
Grades K-12 are little
more than indoctrination
centers where people are
stripped of their individuality and taught to obey their
respective authorities.
People are much easier
to control at a younger age,
which is why government
and religion basically struggle to get their point across.
Pledge of allegiance or
prayer to God? There is powerful language in each of
these.
People think in language,
and school is the optimal
place to begin your control
over people.

All of you need to realize on TV, on The Quad, telling
us that this is all somehow
that when you debate over
related to a lack of prayer in
this you are arguing over
school.
who you want to control you.
Did 1 travel back in time?
Realizing this can allow you
When did we go back to the
to start controlling yourself.
r'.ays of the
We can't
"...politicians
\ztecs, believprove creation
that is based on
are full of s#!t, ng that a
soiar
eclipse is
faith.
clergymen are God's way of
Evolution is
punishing us
full of s#!t,
based on some
so we need to
evidence, but it
teachers are
sacrifice young
had to start some- - . .
,
T U
O T
virgins?
where. You'll need
"
S#.t,
This has
faith at some
human beings
no reason,
point.
are
full
of
s#!t,
I
even
within
And what is it
religious reagoing to mean if am full of s#!t
we ever find the and you are full soning, for
making any
answer to this?
of s#!t."
sense.
Not a damn
If you
thing.
~
advocate prayer in school,
Just realize this: politiyou probably believe God has
cians are full of s#!t, clergya divine plan.
man are full of s#!t, teachers
Whenever somebody's
are full of s#!t, human beings
prayers aren't answered, they
are full of s#!t, I am full of
are told, "it wasn't in God's
s#!t and you are full of s#!t.
plan."
Some people are always
That's fine, but if it's
using abstract world events
God's plan and he is going to
to justify prayer in school.
do whatever he wants, prayer
Post-Columbine this was
doesn't really do any good
a big deal. And al ter 9-11,
for preventing school shootpeople are out everywhere.

ings and building explosions.
Same for the government, a bunch of professional liars who want you to be
distracted while they finish
shady deals that allows them
to make millions.
Just look at our founding
fathers, the first American
politicians.
Rich, white slave owners
who used the phrase "all
men are created equal" to
distract us from the fact that
they didn't want to pay
taxes, they wanted paid
taxes.
I'm not blaming politicians and clergymen for all
this, because it is our fault.
We are the ones that
start stupid arguments over
meaningless abstract ideas.
These parties are just a
representation of our own
ignorance garbage in,
garbage out.
So sit back, place no
emotional stock in the outcome, offer no solutions and
enjoy the show.
Justin koss,
Senior, Economics

Brubaker's got a racket going...
Josh Brubaker does not
care about your feelings or
opinions.
He will complain when
people send letters. He will
find fault with anything we
send in, so why are we surprised?
He considers whining to
be a God-given right, and
they give him a public forum
in which to do it.
Oh, that we should all be
as lucky!
There are some instances
where I find his spiel faintly
humorous, and other times I
find myself agreeing with

certain points he makes.
Other than these rare occasions, his column is just
another article in The
Guardian.
Taking pot shots at his
appearance (especially from
a black-and-white newsprint
picture) is unproductive (I
refer to the April 10 issue).
Why not criticize his
chip-on-the-shoulder attitude, as it comes across in
the paper?
He's a big boy. He can
handle it.
The truth of the matter
is, when we write to the edi-

tor, Josh's job is much easier. He doesn't need to worry
about making us happy, he
just responds in whatever
way he wants.
He's got quite a "racket"
going, in my opinion.
Wouldn't you love to tell
people off on a weekly basis?
I think I'd volunteer.
Apparently, the trick to
being a "humor" writer is to
find a socially relevant topic
to mention briefly in a column, and then gripe when no
one writes letters about it.
After that, you can go
back to insulting students

"S1

who don't want to acknowledge your existence, and of
course, writing about bathroom graffiti.
Valerie Felmet,
Freshman,
Nursing (Pre-XIed) •
' o-c-C'? •. . .•
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{fine ^jhpough the lens: a glimpse into 60s music, culture
By Leslie Benson
Features Editcr
She entered the field as
the house photographer of
New York's Fillmore Fast
concert hall. In 1967, she
became the first photographer for Rolling Stone magazine and began capturing
rare still images of The
Doors and The Who before
they found fame. When The
Rolling Stones invited her to
snap press photos of them
aboard a cruise ship, it was
the beginning of a fantastic
voyage for Linda Eastman
McCartney.
"She was excited when
she received her first paycheck of $25 and exclaimed,
'What more could a girl ask
for?,'" said Dayton Art
Institute (DAI) director and
CEO Alex Nyerges.
It was during The Rolling
Stones' Hudson River press
party that she met Beatles
manager Brian Epstein, who
later invited her to photograph the fab four during the
launch of their new album,
Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts
Club Band. At the photo

{culture}

Moon,
linger Baker
'% of Cream,
o- Judy C ollins,
Arlo Guthrie,
a Bob Dylan,
Aretha
% Franklin, B.B.
o? King, Ray
c}- Charles,
£ Twiggy and
n many ot icrs
c line the
§ walls of the
< exhibit.
2,
Inside
5 the gallery,
visitors can
Photographs of The Beatles and other '60s music icons are curview t herently on display at the Dayton Art Institute.
short films Linda
McCartney:
and white and color photoshoot, she met and fell in
Behind the Lens and The
graphs are currently on dislove with Paul McCartney.
Grateful Dead—A Photoplm.
Two years later they married, play at the DAI in an extenIn addition, the Exhibition
sive
exhibition
entitled,
and each of their careers
Living Room is filled with
Linda McCartney's Sixties:
peaked.
books about '60s culture,
Linda McCartney, with
Portrait of an Era.
while a jukebox outside of
Intimate shots of each of
inspiration from Ansel
the exhibit allows visitors to
The Beatles, Yoko Ono, The
Adams and Walker Evans,
listen to popular songs of
successfully captured images
Grateful Dead. Grace Slick of
the era. "All the groups repJefferson Airplane, Mama
of the classic bands of the
resented in the exhibition
Cass and John Phillips of the
1960s while redefining art as
|are| included in the jukeMamas
and
the
Papas,
Jimi
it relates to music and culbox," said Nyerges. "It has
Hendrix, Frank Zappa, Janis
ture. More than sixty of
200 selections."
Joplin, Jim Morrison, Keith
McCartney's famous black
In celebration of the

K

McCartney exhibition, the
DAI will host "That '60s
Party: Fake a Psychedelic
Trip" on Friday, May 3, from
8 p.m. until midnight.
The party will include
60s cars and fashions, beads,
lava lamps, performances by
Ticket to Ride—a Beatles
cover band and Wright State
guitar instructor Jim
McCutcheon, Ed Sullivan television clips and a game of
Twister, among others, set
up for 40 people across the
entire lower court of the
museum.
Tickets cost S34 per person and include admission
into the McCartney exhibit,
as well as food and live
entertainment.
Linda McCartney's
Sixties: Portrait of an Era will
run through Sunday, June 23,
everyday from 10 a.m. until
5 p.m. and on Thursdays
until 9 p.m. Tickets cost SI0
for adults and S8 for students with a valid student ID.
The Dayton Art Institute is
located at 436 Belmonte Park
North in Dayton. For more
information, call (937) 2234ART.

The consensus is in: apartment life versus dorm life

By Krystle Barger
Staff Writer
Moving out of one's parent's house is a momentous
occasion representing freedom and responsibility. Most
students entering college
either reside on campus in
residence halls or in an
apartment. Either situation is
a suitable choice depending
on the individual.
Apartments tend to offer
more options, which is why
they prove to be a popular
choice for WSU students.
"There is more room in
apartments because you get
your own bedroom and have
an actual kitchen," said
Jennifer Byrd, sophomore
middle childhood education

major.
Freedom is a high-r.inking reason that many choose
to reside in apartments
rather than in residence
halls. Often, in dorms, the
decorating capabilities are
limited. Apartments have
fewer basic rules on decorating and painting.
In addition, apartments
prov e to be less expensive
than residence halls because
they are rented for twelvemonth periods, whereas
dorms are occupied for only
nine months a year. Also,
students on a low budget can
make their own meals for the
entire year for the same
amount (S 1,440) as WSU's
campus meal plan.
"Although apartments

offer more freedom, residence halls offer a sense of
community that couldn't be
compared to an apartment,"
said Chris Myers, WSU junior
business major.
A community adv isor
(CA) is available in residence
halls to make the transition
from home easier. A CA
wants to see students excel
at their studies and represents an understated authority figure, almost like a parent.
Sometimes the transition to an apartment is aided
by first occupying a dorm.
"I lived in Hamilton Hall
last year. The first quarter of
this year I lived in Cedar Hall

"Life" continued on
p. 19

Matthew Steele, a freshman Geology major, works <
his computer in a First Boston Hall dorm room.
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Team Dayton chosen for national pnetry slam

Commentary
by
Leslie Benson
Scene Editor
The judges have spoken.
Team Dayton 2002, a group
of four local poets and an
alternate member, was chosen at the Canal Street
Tavern Poetry Slam-Off on
Sunday, April 28. After three
rounds of 16 total competing
poets, the final five will continue to the National Poetry

Slam to be held this August
in Minneapolis, MN.
This year's team, a
diverse blend of poetic styles
and cultures, includes veteran team members Furaha
Henry (on Team Oayton
2000), John Be . «nd Jim
Dwyer, who performed in the
2001 nationals al« lg with
poets Drew Perfilit and Nikki
Allen. Newcomers t> > this
year's team include Wright
State freshman theater major
Meg Cavanaugh and senior
English major l ane Martin,
who will serve as an alternate member. Cavanaugh
and Martin recently participated on the 2002 Wright
State Slam Team.
Team Dayton has come a
long way. During last year's
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Furaha Henry
national competition in
Seattle, WA, Team Dayton
scored almost exactly in the
middle out of 56 teams, and
Dwyer was named seventh
best poet on a national level.
This year the poets will continue to put up a good fight,
as competition against such
teams as San Francisco and
New York's Nuyorican Poet's
Cafe will be fierce.
A slam is simple. As for
the rules: poems can be performed on any subject matter and in any style as long
as they arc original. No
props are allowed, and a
three-minute time limit is
given for each poem. For
every 10 seconds over the
time limit, 0.5 points are
removed from the final
score.
In local slams, five ran-

dom judges rate
poems between
the numbers one
'"he lowest score)
<1 10 (the highscore), and up
.>ne decimal
ce. The highest and lowest
score is dropped
and the three
middle scores are
added together
for the score's
total.
But what is
the judgin;
based on?
Exactly. No one
makes that clear. By rule of
thumb, judging should be
based 50 percent on poetic
content and 50 percent on
performance/stage presence.
However, in the local slam
competitions I have attended, judging is usually based
on arbitrary opinion.
Judges are not trained.
Usually, they are five randomly selected audience
members present at a slam.
Although most of them are
educated and possess
enough common sense to
recognize talent from trash,
this is not always true. Some
judges don't know a thing
about poetry, and it shows.
People have been known
to give high scores for
poems examining such topics as racism and abuse,
when the poets themselves
know nothing of the topics

FINANCIAL EDUCATION
SEMINAR
Thursday. May 16th
12:30- 2p.m.
E I56A Student Union
Refreshments Provided
Sponsored by W S U Student Alumni
and Student Government
For info, contact Joy Jordan a t
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and have never experienced
them personally. They are
simply jumping on the controversial bandwagon and
spouting rants about subject
matters that seem most successful in slams.
Their performance and
emotions may be honest, but
their message and wordchoice is rarely sincere. A
helpful tip for aspiring slam
poets: write what you know,
not what you think you
understand.
Nevertheless, the careful
sc recning of slam judges in a
manner similar to the way
jury members are chosen in
a court of law seems impossible, if not foolish. But the
thought still remains an
ideal. Personal poetic preference is not something easilymaintained. It is up to the
individual to interpret a
poem as he/she seems fit.
However, in recent years
the theatrical performance of
a slam piece seems to receive
more weight than the poem
itself, no matter if it is well
written or not.
In the case of Team
Dayton, the poets will represent our city well with their
blend of personal, prophetic,
sensual, sarcastic and surreal
poetry. There is no doubt the
team will impress the judges
on a national level.
For more information
iibout the National Poetry
Slam, check out www.nps
2002.com. To learn more
about the Dayton slai i scene,
check out www.dayton
slam.net.
The next open mic/poetry slam at the Canal Street
Tavern will be held on
Sunday, May 26, at 8 p.m.
Poet John Sinclair, founder of
the White Panther Party who
was sentenced to nine-and-ahalf years in prison for possession of two joints, will
perform as the feature poet.
There are no requirements to slam. Poets can
sign up at the event to perform. It is open to everyone
18 years and older. Admission is S5. Canal Street
Tavern is located at 308 East
Fifth Street in Dayton. Call
461-9343.
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One of a kind: comedian Bobcat Goldthwait performs

By Lori Anne Agricola
Staff Writer

Goldthwait in a recent interyou who didn't sec it and
view of his experience on the
haven't figured out by the
set of Blow.
title, the movie had a lot to
Goldthwait has been a
Remember the guy with
do with cocaine.
guest on Politically Incorrect,
Apparently
there
were
the funny voice who looked
no consultants hired to teach Loveline, LK and the list goes
all cracked-out in 'he Police
on. He's directed musicAcademy movies ' You proba- Goldthwait how to cut or
videos and writfen and
snort their fake c<> ..
bly thought he was really
directed episodes of The
made of lactose.
cool when you were a kid
Man Show.
I guess they assumed
.and went hoarse trying to
He's worth checking out.
after 20 years in show biz
make your voice sound like
Despite his fame, fortune,
that he'd probably had me
that. That guy is Bobcat
television,
film and music
or
two
encounters
with
the
Goldthwait, and he will be
headlining at Wiley's Comedy real thing. "We had to snort a video credits, Goldthwait
Club in Dayton this weekend. whole bunch of stuff. After it says he likes doing standup
comedy the most.
was finished, I ate and blew
Goldthwait has been
known to pull such stunts as out a cheese sandwich." said
setting a couch on fire while
on The Tonight Show with
Check out Bobcat Goldthwait's comeJay Leno. He also referred to
Ronald McDonald as "a cordy on Friday, May 3 and Saturday,
porate whore" while on Regis
May
4 at Wiley's Comedy Club, locatand Kathy Lee. You have to
give him props for that on<\
ed at 101 Pine St. in Dayton's Oregon
Recently this funny man
District. For show times and ticket
was seen on the big screen
Comedian Bobcat Goldthwait will perform at
with his role in Blow. He was
info, call (937) 224-5653.
Wiley's Comedy Club in Dayton this weekend.
the guy who said, "I can't
feel my face." For those of
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{groove} Home Town band makes big

Share The Guardian
with a nun!
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By Krystle Barger
Staff Writer
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Home Town Hero sends
a devil-may-care message to
audiences that is further
amplified by the power in
their music and the creativity
in their vocals.
Aaron Bruno. Drew
Stewart. I odd Burnes and
Ray Blanco are the "twentysomethings" that make up
the multi-talented group.
Although young and seemingly naive. I lomc Town I lero
has shaken the foundation of
the music industry with gripping vocals and mature lyrical themes.
Bruno, who adds a compelling edge to the music
with his vocals, is one of the
two founding members,

Can You Find It?
W e d
S n e a k

April 1 Oth
P r e v i e w

N i g h t

T h u r

C o l l e g e

N i g h t

F r i d a y
L a d i e s N i t e
A l l 8 0 ' s till M i d n i g h t
L a d i e s 1 8 & u p G e n t l e m e n 2 1

Home Town Hero
along with Stewart, who
plays lead guitar.
"One day I was wearing a
Bad Religion l-shirt and Drew
came in wearing a It) l-'oot
Pole t-shirt." Bruno explained
in a press release. "Drew was
the only guy I knew who
seemed as obsessed about
music as I was. so after thai
we started playing and ultimately writing together."
The two then recruited a
rhythm section and formed a
band called the Ice Monkeys,
which later evolved into
Insurgence. Bassist Burnes
joined, followed by Blanco,
who was brought in to
replace the original drummer. With their line-up complete the group began developing their sound.
After Blanco's arrival, the
band began performing at a
variety of clubs including the
famed Uoxy and the Whiskey
A Go-Go. Within four months
of their club debut, they
recorded an independent EP.

{groove}
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Teddy Jack

By Krystle B a r g e r
Staff W r i t e r
Teddy Jack launches his
solo career with a debut
album containing finger-tapping beats, but less than per-

75 East Dayton Yellow Springs Road
T o F i n d T h e G - s p o t C a l l "The
G - S p o t

Hotline

/
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"The IT was a challenge
because the overall sound of
the band was just beginning
to evolve," Bruno said in a
press release. "I think we all
realized that we had to
improve as writers and players. but as hard as it was. it
was also a really valuablelearning experience."
After the release of their
HP they evolved as a group
and look the name Home
Town I lero. which incorporated many of their values
and ideals.
Their self-titled debut
album, which is due out on
Tuesday, May 7, features
well-developed instrumentation and vocals. The album's
infectious single,
'Questions." defines the
group with thrashing guitars
and anxious rhy thms that
collide instantaneousK with
vivid vocals. These four have
the talent to match such
influences as Linkin Park and
Incubus.

As ;t musician and songwriter. lack proves himself to
be skilled. As a singer, he
leaves much to be desired.
His lack of vocal talent but

catchy beats won't get him
any further in the musicbusiness than his father,
Leon Russell's, recently created record label.
The self-titled release
contains songs that combine
"street rock" with pop. folk
and tinges of funk to create
dynamic rhythms.
Check out www.leonrussellrecords.com for more
information.
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Fine cuisine featured at Franco's Ristorante Italiano

By Lori Anne Agricola
Staff Writer
I recently embarked on a
culinary excursion into the
world of Franco's Ristorante
Italiano, along with my partner in crime, Nick Anderson.
We were in search of a
decent date restaurant—
some place with nice ambience, great food and fabulous people. We were not disappointed.
As we walked in the door
we were greeted by a lovelywoman named Helga who
look my name and told us
we could go sit at the bar
until our table was ready. At
the bar we had a chance to
chat with Nick Germano, the
owner's son. He was very
friendly, informative and
made fantastic wine suggestions.
After 15 minutes, Helga
personally came to seat us. It
was nice. Anderson agreed.
"Helga and Nick were wonderful," he said. "They treat
everybody like they're a regular. Coming to get us at the
bar—no PA or vibrating
coasters, but personally coming to get us—it was wonderful."
Once we were seated, the
first order of business was to
decide on an appetizer. We
went with the Ravioli
Espanol: raviolis stuffed with
jalapeno peppers and ricotta
cheese, deep-fried until golden brown. These were delicious and make a great appetizer-for-two.
After agonizing and
drooling over everything on
the menu, I finally settled on
Franco's pasta balsamico
with a salad and Anderson
ordered Franco's "nuevo"
York strip steak with a cup
of minestrone. We were both
quite pleased.
"The steak was prepared
at the right temperature,"
said Anderson. "It could have
used more seasoning, but
that's just me. The minestrone is a lot richer than I
remember, and the pasta
side went nicely with the
whole ensemble."
I found my dinner to be-

An ideal spot for a romantic date, Franco's
Ristorante Italiano orfers elegant cuisine.
absolutely delectable. It had
all of my favorite vegetables:
sauteed onions, artichokes,
different colored peppers
and portabello mushrooms.
The meal can be made
with your choice of meat or
extra portabellos. I opted for
the vegetarian style dinner.
I'm a fan of balsamic vinegar,
so I really enjoyed the kick it
gave the vegetables and
pasta.
Upon the suggestion of
Germano, I drank a glass of
1 at Croc chardonnay from
Australia, which went very
nicely with dinner.
To complete our dining
experience, we shared the
Italian cannoli and French

latte for dessert. One cannoli
was so rich that we could
only eat about half of it
between the two of us.
"I was very impressed
with the French latte," said
Anderson. "It went well with
the dessert, which was really
rich. You almost need coffee
or something to go with it, to
balance it out."
The French latte smelled
like a coffee shop. Not just
coffee, but that warm, inviting smell of coffee and sweet
flavors whirling in the air.
Franco's was recently
remodeled to include a bar
and outdoor patio, as well as
an overhaul of the restaurant's overall appearance.
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Once upon a time. Anderson
was a regular at the old
'>nnco's, so he had a few
ments to make with
(1 to the new version of
o's and our experience.
They definitely needed
a bur. It's a welcome addition," said Anderson. "It's
also more open and airy . The
food was always very good,
and it still is. Our wait staff
wasn't so hot. I don't think
she was there enough."
We both thoroughly
enjoyed our experience at
Franco's. Wf -n dinner was
over, Germano look care of
calling a taxi for us while we
were finishing our dessert.
This is definitely the
place to take a date if you're
looking to impress him/her

with your sense of taste and
sophistication.
However, be prepared to
spend anywhere between $40
and $80 for two people,
depending how much you
share and if you get drinks
or dessert.
Franco's is a place you
can take just about anyone
with any kind of dietary
needs or peculiarities. As a
vegetarian, I was quite
pleased with the selection. In
addition, they are more than
willing to work with anyone
with special dietary needs to
create a meal that works for
them.
For weekday reservations, call 222-0204. Franco's
is located at 824 E. Fifth St.
in Dayton.
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"Life" continued from

{culture! Alumnus discusses success in the career field p. 13
By Krystle B a r g e r
Staff W r i t e r
Success is an important
goal in students lives. In
order to help the Wright
State community reach its
potential, Tyklan Wright will
visit the campus and discuss
success as it relates to students" careers, on behalf of
the Bolinga Black Cultural

Resources Center's
Community Speakers Series.
Wright, from Columbus,
received both her Bachelor of
Science degree and her masters of business administration degree from WSU. She is
the author of The Rridge —
Lei Us Take You ' .
a manual that is designed to help
employers hire peop e with
disabilities effectively.

Wright is the CEO and
founder of the Wright Choice
Intern Program. The program
is dedicated to the successful
placement of college graduates into corporate America.
She believes that the program will bridge the everincreasing gap between formal education and practical
training.
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E l 6 3 Student Union

ATTENTION WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
AFTER MAY DAZE ACTIVITIES
Friday, May 3, 2002
Your cooperation will be extremely helpful to law enforcement personnel.
Historically, the May Daze celebration carries over into an evening of social gatherings at Wright State University. While Wright State University and the Wright State
University Department of Public Safety want the students to enjoy their college experience, we need students to exercise good judgement and self-control if consuming alcoholic beverages during "After May Daze Activities". Our goal is for everyone to be safe
without any incidents of accident or injury that would require Police or Medical attention.
If you are a resident or non-resident student and are having a party, YOU ARE
RESPONSIBLE for the conduct of all persons attending your party. The State of Ohio
places the responsibility on the tenant for allowing underage participants to possess or
consume alcohol on tenant's premises. Remember that you and your guests must be
21 years of age in order to purchase, possess or consume alcohol in the State of Ohio.
Additionally, alcoholic beverages are not allowed in the residence halls or apartments
unless you and your guests are 21 years of age. Parking will be restricted to College
Park residents at the College Park parking lots.
As always, alcohol will not be permitted in any public place or public right of way.
When walking outdoors, it is essential to carry your cup upside down.
Driving Under the Influence of alcohol is illegal.
Alcoholic beverages distort perception. It is extremely dangerous to drive while
under the influence of alcohol. Driving under the influence of alcohol may cause you or
a friend to be involved in a vehicle accident resulting in incarceration, serious injury or
death. We will have many staff from various jurisdictions on duty Friday, May 3, 2002 to
ensure your safety and well-being. As part of our efforts, we will also enforce Driving
Under the Influence and Disorderly Conduct by Intoxication violations.
While making arrests is not our goal or objective, there were 15 arrests made last
year during the May Daze and After May Daze events. Please exercise good judgement and responsible conduct. Irresponsible conduct may have very serious results!
On behalf of the Wright State University Department of Public Safety, we thank you in advance
for your cooperation!
HAVE A SAFE MAY DAZE!
(Paid advertisement By Student Life)

I

before moving to Windsor
Apartments," explained Byrd.
"What really got me to move
was talking to my f r i e n j .
Shannon Kaforey. She was
looking at apartments and it
got me interested."
There are nearly fifty
apartment complexes within
a 15-minute driving distance
from WSU. All apartments
are different and offer varying amenities.
Amity Green offers a low
cost living experience that is
close to WSU in Fairborn. It
offers one or two bedroom
apartments ranging in price
from $325 to S410 per
month. Nearly everything is
inclusive in the payment
including water, sewer and
trash. Amity Green is currently offering a special with
the first month free. The
complex is located on West
Dayton-Yellow Springs Road.
Call (937) 879-2525.
Students looking for a
more up-scaie residence can
find it at The Highlands,
located off Zink Road. The
Highlands offer one, two and
three bedroom apartments
starting at $559 through
S794. They also offer a clubhouse, a pool with a sundeck, vaulted ceilings and
24-hour access to the fitness
room. Call (937) 426-3494.
Maple View Apartments
offers a fun living experience
at a middle price range. With
standard amenities and a
location on Old Yellow
Springs Road in Fairborn,
Maple View offers the total
package for which many students arc looking. With o.sebedroom apartments starting
at S445 and two-bedrooms
starting at 5535, the complex
proves to be reasonably
priced. Call 571-3341.
No matter where students choose to live, whether
it is in a dorm or an apartment, a home is what one
makes of it.
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Sports
Overtime: Nutter
pull biq wins over Titans
Center staff
Raiders
reflects poorly
Wright State's Sports Source.

By Jennifer Martin
Staff Writer

onWSU

Commentary by
Justin Ross
Sports Editor
When i
friends
coming in from out of town
that want to sec what Wright
State is like, I always make
sure I take them through the
Nutter Center. It is one of
the nicest facilities in the
nation, and may be the best
symbol we have to represent
WSU, as opposed to the big
red thing.
But just recently, a poor
example by the maintenance
staff and administration
prior to the Dayto.i Bombers
third game of the Northern
Conference final has made
Wright State look very bad.
The Bombers hav e been a
surprise this season. Nobody
expected them to make it as
far as they have, including
the administration for the
Bombers and the Nutter
Center.
The Nutter Center
already had booked the day
game three was to be played
with the Ohio State
Championship Baton
Twirling Tournament (wha?)
and therefore the Nutter
Center administration
pushed back the game time
to 8:30 p.m. This had a poor
affect on attendance, but
that still isn't the big issue.
"When I came in before
the game the ice was at 20
degrees," said John Gagnon,
owner of The Bombers, after
the game. "I physically had
to go get the engineer to
lower the temperature. The\
knew we'd be playing here
for a few weeks now. They
should have started to lower
the temperature of the ice
this morning but because

See "NC staff" p. 22

The Raiders played with
intensity and fire over the
weekend at home when they
swept Detroit in a four game
conference series. "We definitely needed it. It was the
first time in four years we
have swept anyone and it
came at the best time it
could," said senior catcher
Nick Shields. Also this past
week the Raiders defeated
Miami University in extra
innings and lost a close one
in the ninth to Kent State.
"We played well-rounded
baseball all week. We had a
chance to win six games in
row. It is the first time we
could have said that this
year," said Shields.
On Tuesday, the Raiders
faced Miami University.
Senior first baseman Lance
Links started off in the second inning with a homer
over the center field wall.
Miami took that lead away in
the top of the second and
hung on to it until the fifth

inning. The
Raiders battled
scoring in six of
t he eleven
innings. The
game was lied at
seven at the end
of the nine. In
the eleventh,
Shields cracked a
homer over the
left center wall,
driving in junior
center fielder
Chris Tuttle and
sophomore left
fielder Matt
Barhorst. Giving
the Raiders the
The Raidei > got the b a t s moving over the weekend. The green and
10-7 victory.
gold picke I up badly needed wins over Detroit.
On
inning started with two lead
Wednesday, the Raiders led
Matthews who tripled to
off bunts by Tuttle and
7 o going into the top of the
right center.
Barhorst, setting up Shields
ninth when Kent State hit a
The Raiders never lost
who drove them in with a
three-run homerun. This is
the lead. They scored one in
triple.
Freshman
designated
the fourth time this year that
the third, four in the fifth
hitter Bryan Vickers then hit
the Raiders have lost a game
and one in the seventh.
a sacrifice fly scoring
in the final inning. In the
On the defensive side sophoShields. Senior third basefirst game of the series the
more Aaron Braden lead the
man Jake Hart singled into
Titans were no contest for
team on the mound giving
the Raiders going down 11 -3. left field driving in Links
up only five hits and striking
who had singled to first. Hart out six.
The Raiders offense got the
was then knocked in bybats swinging early scoring
See "Baseball" p. 24
sophomore short stop Trent
five in the first inning. The

Softball team prepares for HL
By Matt Knehtei1
Sports Writer
Wright State's soltball
team hosted the nationally
ranked Ohio State Buckeyes,
last Wednesday. The 20th
ranked team in the land
earned a pair of victories, 7-0
in game one and 10-1 in the
nightcap.
In game one, the
Buckeyes jumped out to an
early lead, scoring a run in
the first. The Buckeyes
added four more in the
fourth and ultimately came
away with a 7-0 victory.
Wright State was held to one
hit in the game. In game two,
the Raiders matched the
Buckeyes early 1-0 first
inning lead with a run of
their own in the bottom half

of the first. On an error by
the OSU pitcher, senior right
fielder Maria Barhorst
advanced to second base.
Sophomore shortstop Erin
Hanlon then advanced
Barhorst to third on a sacrifice. After an infield single
by sophomore left fielder
Amy Price, senior first baseman Amber Kolle bunted in
Hanlon. With the game knotted at 1-1, OSU unleashed
their offense as they put up
three runs and the second
and went on to take a 10-1
victory.
The Raiders bounced
back on Saturday, beating
Youngstown Stale in both
games of the doubleheader.
Wright State chilled the
Penguins 8-0 in game one
and 7-2 in game two. In

game one, the
Raiders put
runs early and
often. Junior
catcher I .aura
Workman
started the
scoring rout in
the second
inning as she
lied to home
plate on a
passed ball.
The Raiders
then put up
four runs in
the third highlighted by a
two-run RBI
double off the
bat of Kolle.
Pitching will be a key element in the
Senior third
upcoming Horizon Tournament,
baseman
Amber Price ;\nc( freshman
g e e "Softball" p. 26
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Bringing back adapted basketball

Commentary by Justin Ross
Sports Editor

By Joe BiHs
for the Guardian
One of the most successful intercollegiate athletic
programs Wright State
University has ever produced
doesn't exist today. Bui
JamesTerpenning, the player-coach of the WSU wheelchair basketball club team, is
pushing for the game's
return.
"My goal.is to have two
teams: one intercollegiate
team and one club team,"
said Terpenning.
Although funding problems cut WSU's intercollegiate team in 1993, the
previous teams were very
successful. WSU won back to
back Central Intercollegiate
Conference national titles in
'79 and '80, and then had a
runner-up finish in '87.
For nine years now, WSU

nas competed only at the
club level.
The club team's season
actually lasts longer than the
NCAA basketball season, but
with less games. "We play
around 2!> game » year with
weekend tourn ./nenis and
exhibitions," said
Terpenning. "Practice starts
the first week of se 'tool and
then we try to go two days a
week. The tournaments starl
toward the end of October
and we play through the
beginning of April."
Toward the end of the
season, Terpenning likes to
take his team to visit some
of the area schools for some
friendly competition. "We
scrimmage the kids and have
a lot of fun." said
Terpenning. "It's a good
time."
Team members include
WSU students and alumni
with various disabilities.

"A major difference for
wheelchair basketball is the
point system. It allows people of different disabilities to
compete at the same level."
said Terpenning.
Club tournaments feature a point system, which
evens out the playing field
for players with different levels of disabilities. Players
with the most intense levels
of disability are considered
level one. Players with less
serious levels are considered
either level two or level
three, accordingly.
The level of a play er is
his or her point total. A
team may have a total of 12
points on the court at onetime. l-'or example, a team
could have three level threeplayers, one level two player
and one level one player on
the court at the same time
for a total of 12 points.
College basketball and

wheelchair basketball share
most of the same rules, but
there
• some small inodifiith a r> second si"
and have t hemost <>.
me rules.
Chair-to-cn.i contact is a
foul...the ten second rule is
the same," said Terpenning.
Players are allowed lour
seconds in the lane, and the
front wheels of the chair can
be on the three-point and
foul lines.
There is no double dribble rule, but players m ist
lake a dribble lor every two
pushes of the wheels. Three
pushes without a dribble or
giving up the ball is traveling.
Anyone interested in
playing wheelchair basketball
can contact Steve Paxton at
(917) 775-!>8 <4 or e-mail him
at paxton.ti" wright.edu.

When I have friends
coming in from out of town
that want to see what Wright
State is like. I always makesure I take them through the
Nutter Center. It is one of
the nicest facilities in the
nation, and may be the best
symbol we have to represent
WSU. as opposed to the big
red thing.
But just recently, a poor
example by the maintenance
staff and administration
prior to the Dayton Bombers
third game of the Northern
Conference final has madeWright State look very bad.
The Bombers have been a
surprise this season. Nobody
expected them to make it as
far as they have, including
the administration for the
Bombers and the Nutter
Center.
The Nutter Center
already had booked the day
game three was to be played

'i > Ml*
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(1 presents:

MAY DAZE
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FRIDAY, MAY 3RD
10:00 A . M . - 4 : 0 0 P.M.
On the circle behind the Student Union

Food, inflatables,crafts
BANDS & DUNK TANK!
Othe- £n-ertcinr«e**t includes
2010 music group. 4 Universal Elements d
the w : nner of Bct*.e of f , e 3onc's. DST.

Come out for the most
fun-filled Friday of the
YEAR!
1U

the 1 AB Office at \55IMJ.
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Tennis finishes third in tourney
By Justin Ross
Sports Editor

"The
Bulldogs

This past weekend the
Wright State men's and
women's tennis teams finished out their seasons with
a third place finish at the
Horizon League tournament
and with several players
named All-league honc.s.
The tournament was held at
North Central High School in
Indianapolis on April 27 and
April 28.
The women's team (1710) started their tournament
with a bang, rolling over
Detroit 4-1 in the first round.
The Raiders swept the three
rounds of doubles. Then in
the singles, sophomore Marie
Craig, seniors Melissa
Dunham-Freer and Gloria
Montero then nailed the coffin shut on the Titans with
individual wins.
The Raiders moved on to
the semi-finals where they
faced the number two seed
Butler. The Bulldogs took the
early lead, winning two of
Ih L* three double's matches.

watched

lhcn

Amy

we weren't
too disappointed with
the outcome,"
said Dunham

•Lilmaj
I H
% ,\ A
1

I f

Steiner
and Christina Laun fi -sh off
WSU's Craig and Ka i
Dunbar at the number one
and two seed of the singles
matches in a pair of close
matches.
The women bounced
back however in the consolation round on Sunday to beat
a strong Youngstown State
team for third place in the
conference, 4-1. After falling
in two of the three doubles
matches and the first seed of
the singles, the Raiders
bounced back to win four
straight singles matches
from Craig, Dunham-Freer,
Montero and junior Kyana
Jackson to clinch the win
and the third place seed.
"We were a little disappointed to come in third
again because we wanted to
make it to the finals this
year. VVe had a great match
though and a great season so

Both Montero and
Dunham-Freer will be leaving
the team next year due to
graduation.
"I'll miss the road trips,
because that is when we all
come together as a team.
Even if we lost we still had a
good time," said DunhamFreer of her finishing her
elgibility.
Craig was named to the
all-Horizon League first team
after compiling a 16-1 6 singles record on the season
and 15-16 in the doubles
play. Making the second
team for the Raiders was
Jackson (21-10), Montero (21 11), and Dunham-Freer (2013).
The men's team dismantled the Cleveland State
Vikings in their first match
of the tournament 5-0. The
Raiders took the first three
doubles matches and then

Isn't it time for some new wheels?
Go on you deserve it!

Take advantage of already great manufacturer incentives

Plus. White-Allen will pay your first payment
as a graduation gift from us to you.

648 N S p r i n g b o r o Pike
M l a m l s b u r g , O H 45449
p h o n e 291-6000

:all t o d a y *or details!

_24
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Do you know
these athletes?
Jessie
Deister

This week in Raider Sports....
Wed.
1

Thurs.
2

Women
Track
Baseball

Dayton
Flyers
6:30

Softball

Dayton
Flyers
2pm

By Jenrtftr Martin
Stall Writer

Andrea
Voss

You have the opportunity to dunk them in
the dunk tank during MAY DAZE.
Come meel the atiiietes of WSU while displaying your OWN athleticism.
Show them who's boss!

Friday, May 3rd from 11-1 p.m. on the Circle
behind the Student Union during MAY DAZE 2002!

FREE'
Other athletes participating include:
^ Marid Barhorst (Softball)
Kyana Jackson (Tennis) 4*.s SfUde
59°.KatieBussan(Basketball)
°ry c
4fyLf.
Ur,
Todd Benanzer (Swimming)
cij *'c
Liza Osterhage (Volleyball)
ATTENTION WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSI~V STUDENTS
AFTER MAY DAZE A C T I V I T I E S
F R I D A Y , M A Y 3, 2 0 0 2
IN ORDER TO HAVE SAFE MAY DAZE AND AFTER MAY DAZE EVENTS:
- EXERCISE GOOD JUDGMENT!
-EXERCISE SELF-CONTROL!- OBEY THE LAW! IN OHIO, YOU MUST BE 21
YEARS OLD TO PURCHASE, POSSESS OR
CONSUME ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES-CONSUMPTION OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES BY
ANYONE IN ANY PUBLIC PLACE "S ILLEGAL!- PUBLIC INTOXICATION IS ILLEGAL!- DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE IS ILLEGAL!WHILE MAKING ARRESTS IS NOT OUR GOAL OR OBJECTIVE. THERE WERE 15 ARRESTS MADE LAST YEAR DURING THE
MAY DAZE AND AFTER MAY DAZE EVENTS IRRESPONSIBLE CONDUCT MAY HAVE VERY SERIOUS RESULTS'
YOUR COOPERATION WILL BE EXTREMELY HELPFUL TO LAW ENFORCEMENT PERSONNEL!

Sat.
4

Sun.
5

At
At
At
Horizon Horizon Horizon
League League League

"Ba ;eball" continued

Laura
Senkowski

f-ri.
3

The Raiders played with
intensity and fire over the
weekend at home when they
swept Detroit in a lour game
conference series. "We definitely needed it. It was the
first time in four years we
have swept anyone and it
came at the best time it
could," said senior catcher
Nick Shields. Also this past
week the Raiders defeated
Miami University in extra
innings and lost a close one
in the ninth to Kent State.
"We played well-rounded
baseball all week. We had a
chance to win six games in
row. It is the first time we
could have said that this
year," said Shields.
On Tuesday, the Raiders
faced Miami University.
Senior first baseman Lance
Links started off in the second inning with a homer
over the center field wall.
Miami took that lead away in
the top of the second and
hung on to it until the fifth
inning. The Raiders battled
scoring in six of the eleven
innings. The game was tied
at seven at the end of the
nine. In the eleventh. Nick
Shields cracked a homer over
the left center wall, driving
in junior center fielder Chris
Tuttle and sophomore left
fielder Matt Barhorst. Giving
the Raiders the 10-7 victory.
On Wednesday, the
Raiders led 7-5 going into
the top of the ninth when

Host
YSU
noon

Host
YSU
1 p.m.

Host
YSU
6:30
Kent State hit a three-run
homerun. This is the fourth
time this year that the
Raiders have lost a game in
the final inning. In the first
game of the series the Titans
were no contest for the
Raiders going down 11-3.
The Raiders offen ,e got the
bats swinging early scoring
five in the first inning. The
inning started with two lead
off bunts by Tuttle and
Barhorst, setting up Shields
who drove them in with a
triple. Freshman designated
hitter Bryan Vickers then hit
a sacrifice fly scoring
Shields. Senior third baseman Jake Mart singled into
left field driving in Links
who had singled to first. Hart
was then knocked in by
sophomore short stop Trent
Matthews who tripled to
right center.
The Raiders never lost
the lead. They scored one in
the third, four in the fifth
and one in the seventh.
On tiie defensive side sophomore Aaron Braden lead the
team on the mound giving
up only five hits and striking
out six.
In double header action
on Saturday the Raiders won
both games in the final
inning. In the first game
offense was slow going with
neither team scoring until
the sixth, when the Titans
scored two.
The Raiders tried to
answer back in the top of the
sixth but were only able to
get one. Barhorst led off the
inning with a double, then
advanced to third on a flyout by Shields. Links then hit
a sacrifice fly scoring

I
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Heather Skinner
Senior, 8-man Rugby
Pickerington H.S./Pickerington

Bob Thorton
Favorite a c c e s s :
Juilianne K
Major:
Favorite M o vie : "The
Art/Anthropology
Burbs"
N i c k n a m e : Skinner
Favorite TV s h o w :
Why y o u c h o s e
WSU: For the motion "Seinfeld"
Favorite m u s i c i a n :
picture program.
Radiohead
Favorite sport
Favorite s o n g : "Too
besides rugby:
hard to choose"
Soccer
Why y o u c h o s e y o u r Last CD b u r n t : Nofx
Favorite f o o d : Black
n u m b e r : Well...it
goes with the position bean burritos
F a v o r i t e r u g b y play- Favorite d r i n k : Beer
Favorite restaurant:
e r : Don't know too
Thirsty Dog
many professional
Favorite ice cream
rugby players, but
f l a v o r : Everything
soccer wise Brian
but the...(Ben &
McBride.
Jerry's)
Favorite sports
Best b o o k y o u ' v e
t e a m : Notre Dame
read:"The
(football)
Changeling" by
Favorite course:
Zilphia Keately
The Rockpile
Snyder
i F a v o r i t e a c t o r : Billy
Birthday- March 31,
1979

CLAMS,
StfRIMP
OYSl'tE'R

W11/GS
"AWD
-ROAST'S

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
APPLY WITHIN
WAITRESS. HOSTESS. AND KITCHEN POSITIONS
(937) 434-9464
(937) 434-0293 Fax

Pet peeve: Ignorant,
racist, bigots
Most m e m o r a b l e
m o m e n t in r u g b y :
"Scoring on my first
try."
Most e m b a r r a s s i n g
m o m e n t : "Droping a
kick-off versus OSU
when we could have
won."
Part of y o u r game
that needs i m p r o v e m e n t : Endurance
Best part of y o u r
game: Rucking
Where do y o u see
y o u r s e l f in ten
y e a r s : "As an artist
enlightening the
world."
Four p e o p l e y o u ' d
i n v i t e to d i n n e r :
Thorn Yorke, Micheal
Diamond, Zak Kapela
and Stevie Nicks.

Men's CC tops nation for grades
The United Slates Cross
Country Coaches Association
announced that the Wright
State University men's cross
country team h;id the third
ide point average
hij-h
•ason of all
in t
OVA teams,
divisj
ded a cumulaThe i
tes
at the end
live GI-..
of the fall s< son.

The team finished oneone-thousandth of a point
behind Denver, who recorded
a 3.46G. Duquesne lea all
teams with a 3.61. The
Raiders beat out several
other schools, including
Notre Dame (fourth with a
3.463), Drake (sixth with a
3.39) and Penn State (twenty
fifth with a 3.23).

Come Home to
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY

LAKE C LUPUS this Summer!
summer.

Let the L ke Campus help you mMimbe your
. At the Lake Campus, you can:

Pick up Gen. Eds of Prereqs transfer them back to
your school, and be on easy street in the Fall? Or. take our
canoeing class and tell your friends that you spent the
summer on ihe lake!
Call 1-800-237-1477 for our short application/
registration form. Wnte on the application that you are
applying in response to ttws ad, and we'll waive your appfccation
fee! Current tuition ts $110 per credit hour.
Summer Terms A* and V begin June 10, "B" Tern begns Juty 15.
Welcome to..
W R I G H T STATE UNIVERSITYU K E CAMUS

L

7MK1 Stltr Roulr 703
Crlina. Ohio 45*22-2952

WRIGHT STATE
UNIVERSITY

We're not like every
other high-tech company.
We're hiring.

453 Miamisburg-C'enterville Rd.
Dayton. OH 45459
N< > one told you the hardest part of being an engineer would be finding
your first job Of course, it s still possible to get the high-tech work
you want by joining the U.S Air Force. You can leverage your degree

FOR THE THRILL OF YOUR LIFE
AT
.......... G R E E C E - C O U N T Y

40+.yc,ir4 .'I tyvrii-iuc

Qi-MQ)
WSU Students Special!
13,000 Ft. Tandem Skydive
Call 957-572-0700 to
make your reservation today1
www. skydiveohio. c o m
•l>i»euunl offered Mon.-Fri. -Mu*l hrlnn WM studeni 1.11

immediately and get hands-on experience with some of the most
sophisticated technology on earth. To find out how to get your career off
the ground, call 1 -800-423-USAF or visit our W e b site at a l r f o r c e . c o m

w
U.S. A I R P O R C B
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Track team does final tuning
before Horizon League meet

By Jennifer Martin
Stall writer

The Wr'"ht State
women's track team competed at the Cardinal Open on
Friday, April :8 in Louisville,
Kentucky.
"The meet was not team
scored. However, we ran really well. Everybody seems to
be coming down on their
- times. We have worked really
hard," said sophomore Mary
Maxton.
On the track the top finisher for the Raiders was the
4 by 100m relay team who
finished third completing the
relay in 50.14. The top individual placement for the
Raiders was sophomore
Melissa Metzger who placed
fourth in the 800m run with
a personal record time of
2:18.38.
In the 100m dash, freshman Ashlie Jenkins finished
ninth for the Raiders with a
time of 12.79. Jenkins was
also a top finisher for the
Raiders in the 200m dash,
finishing tenth with a time of
26.35. Sophomore Tana

Blakely and sophomore
Latasha Cowan finished
eighth and ninth in the 400m
dash with times of 1:00.68
and 1:01.29, respectively. In
the 3,000m steeplechase
sophomore Lori Siconolfi
placed fifth sh; 'ng 23 seconds off her 1 st time, finishing in 11:54.2.
Sophomore Megan
Wallenhorst was tne top finisher for the Raiders placing
sixth in the discus with a
throw of 36.14m. In the hammer throw Wallenhorst took
tenth with a throw of
30.79m.
Sophomore Jessica
Stanley placed eighth with a
throw of 33.43m in the discs.
Freshman Afton Lee finished tenth for tossing the
shot put 10.78m. Lee also
competed in the javelin, finishing eighth with a throw of
30.30m. Junior Jennifer
Blackford had a javelin throw
of 27.32m giving her a tenth
place finish.
The Raiders next meet
will be the Toledo
Invitational held on Saturday,
May 4.

"Softball" continued

Raider Rap

By Matt Koehler
Sports Writer

Question of the Week:
What type of adapte ' -norts
would you like to se.
VSU?
"Wheelchair basketball."
"Wrestling."
"Boxing."
"Wheelchair track."
"Racquetball."
Behind the Numbers at The Guardian:
Number of...
...Complaints from last issue:
...Complaints about the sports section:
...Guardians left unread at the end of each
week at the news stand (approximately):
.Issues of The Guardian remaining:
...Editors-in-chief who learned how
to Latin dance this week:
...Guardian employees who tried to
talk him out of it:
...times s#!t is used in a single sentence:

3
0
750
4

SEXUAL ASSAULT AFFECTS EVERYONE
SEXUAL ASSAULT AWARENESS WEEK
MAY

Movie: "War Zone"
12 p.m.. Women's Center 060 Rike
Mock Rape Trial
7 p.m., Med. Sci. Aud.
Tuesday May 7
Child Sexual Abuse:
A Legal Response
7 p.m., E1G4 SU

e,

6-10
Wednesday. M a y a
Take Back the Night March
& Real Men Forum
7 p.m., Forest Lane Community
Center

Thursday. Mav 9
Men Are Victims, Too
2 p.m., 225 Allyn Hall

. . . . . ...
, „
Sponsored by CASA Coalition Against Sexual Assualt including the Office of
Student L.fe, Women s Center. Center for Psychological Services. Affirmative Action. Student Government. Residence Services Greek
Affairs. Judicial Affairs,
and Greene County Victim Witness
For more information contact the Office of Student Life W010 SU x5570

Wright State's sofiball
team hosted the nationally
ranked Ohio State Buckeyes,
last Wednesday. The 20ih
ranked team in the land
earned a pair of victories, 7-0
in game one and 10-1 in the
nightcap.
In game one, the
Buckeyes jumped out to an
early lead, scoring a run in
the first. The Buckeyes
added four more in the
fourth and ultimately came
away with a 7-0 victory.
Wright State was held to one
hit in the game. In game two,
the Raiders matched the
Buckeyes early 1 -0 first
inning lead with a run of
their own in the bottom half
of the first. On an error by
the OSI! pitcher, senior right
fielder Maria Barhorst
advanced to second base.
Sophomore shortstop Erin
llanlon then advanced
Barhorst to third on a sacrifice. After an infield single
by sophomore left fielder
Amy Price, senior first baseman Amber Kolle bunted in
llanlon. With the game knotted at 1-1, OSI! unleashed
their offense as they put up
three runs and the second
and went on to take a 10-1
victory.
1
The Raiders bounced
back on Saturday, beating
Youngstown State in both
games of the doubleheader.
Wright State chilled the
Penguins 8-0 in game one
and 7-2 in game two. In
game one, the Raiders put up
runs early and often. Junior
catcher Laura Workman
siarted the scoring rout in
the second inning as she fled
to home plate on a passed
ball. The Raiders then put up
four runs in the third highlighted by a two-run RBI dou-

Need more
Guardian?
Go to:
www.theauardianonline.com
and please, submit
your two cents when
you are finished.
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Classifieds
Bnptopient
Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn S1000-S2000 with the
easy Campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising
event. Does not involve
credit card applications.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call today!
Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
SI4.13 base-appt. guaranteed starting pay.
Fun work environment
with other students. 10-40
hours/week around classes/other job. Co-ops/
Scholarships awarded, conditions exist. Customer
service/sales, no telemarketing, no door-to-door
sales. No experience necessary, we train. Must have
positive attitude and good
people skills.
www.workforstudents.com
Call Monday-Friday, 11 -6,
937-436-3580
RETAIL SALES PEOPLE.
Enthusiastic, dependable,
smoke-free environment.
Must be 18. Part or full
time. Will train. Must be
available evenings and
weekends. EOE and drug
free. Call for appointment.
Knickerbocker Pools, Inc.
Xenia 372-3839, Kettering
434-7579, Huber Heights
237-8885.
CHILDCARE NEEDED
for 10 and 14 year old
boys in our Springboro
home. Early June- late
August. Typical hours 7:30
am to 5:30 pm Mon.Thurs. Benefits include
pool access and Kings Is.
Season pass. Drivers
license and car required.
Call 937-748-0997 or email

Native Spanish teacher
offers Spanish classes,
any level and with
facilities.
Phone: (937) 427-7374.
Wanted Webcam
Broadcaster.
Like those seen on voyeur
sites. Paid Weekly. Choose
own hours. No Fees. Earn
S25 + Hourly. Start
Immediately.
1 -885-657-2294
http://buzzcams.net
Spanish Class/Tutoring/
Translations/Adults/Child.
Beginning/Advanced.
Phone: 320-0523 Claudia

Walking distance to WSU,
2 br OFF Campus Forest
Lane. 937-879-5184

Services
Abortion thru 24 weeks.
Free pregnancy test. 1401
E. Stroop Road. 293-391
www.womensmedcenter.com
High Gas Prices Have You
Steamed
YOU MAY NEVER BUY
GAS AGAIN
Plus Great Income
Potential
Visit
www.sosgas.appgas.com

A M K R K . V S A I R FORCK
Put your colic*
'<cc to
;
work by bcci r
Force officer. Be
de
excellent startiny ;
aI
ami dental care am.
of
vacation with pay pei
Jo
request additional information
call 1-80(1-423-1 S A F or visit
airforce.com.

w
U.S. A I R F O R C E

GRAN RIO MEXICAN RESTAURANT
49 E. Dayton-Yellow Springs Rd.

878-0500

$2 OFF LUNCH
$3 OFF DINNER

FOP Rant
Roommate Needed for 2
bedroom apartment in the
Highlands Complex. Very
Nice. 1/2 milt from Wright
State University. Call Jason
at 201-2566 for details.
Belmont- 2 bedroom lwr
apt. Free HEAT and
WATER! Appl. and A/C
included. Ask about our
spring special at only
S465/mo. 609-6622 (other
units)
Roomate Needed.
1382 Cimarron Woods
Rent + 1/3 Utilities
431-8649 or
(513) 368-0574
abd leave a message.
See now rent for 2002200 5, apartments available
August 1! University of
Dayton-MVH
Neighborhood. Three, two
and one bedrooms available. Quiet neighborhood,
Central air. Washer &
Dryer Hook ups, Central
parking lot, close to route
35. Cheaper than the
dorms and campus housing. Contact Merrill 3695339

What are you doing this
Sunday at 11:00 a.m?
Why not meet with us at
New Life, 264 Landmark
Ct. Fairborn?
You will enjoy soulful
gospel music, and will
hear how the teachings of
Jesus can make your life
more fulfilled. Call 937290-7743 or 937-372-1047
for more information.

For Site

Enjoy Your Job!
Work with Dayton's most aggressive
balloon anil party store. We are a full
e shop specializing in party supplies. wedding and corporate decor.
Must have a creative and energetic
personality, good telephone skills a
must. Kxccllcnt driving record
required for balloon bouquet deliverill be trained in industry
standards. This position is for somee who has experience working with
the public. 25-30 hours.You will have
the opportunity to grow with a fast
paced industry while enjoying your
ork.
Balloons (.alorc
8387 N. Main
Kanilolph I'la/a. Dayton
898-0144

—-

Purchase of S5.95 or more.
with.
&2&9SQ& oi_specials.

Tcp Flight Limousins
For all occasions
Friday Night Special $rt
6 hours for only
$38011
ID passungers. 24 hour scrvkc.

298-0080

5350 Springboro Pike, Moraune, OH 45439

www.theguardlanonline.coni

1992 Taurus. Runs Great.
No Rust. S 1800 or make
offer. 937- 898- 1825

Ground
$ 9 . 0 0 per hour as a Package Handler!
Earn $9.00 an hour to start!
Tuition Assistance available after 30 days!
Weekends off!
Work up to 26 hours per week!
1 Early morning or evening shift available!
Advancement Opportunities available!

Please Gall
lib- 5537
t o see y o u r
AD h e r e ,

Apply in pgr;

>ur web S'te

7920 Center Point-70 Blvd

GUARDIAN

L

(937)236-6774
www.fedgx.com
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The Guardian

www.thaguardlanonline.com

Some Stuclen ts Want to
Survive
t.h.< • MCAT.
Others

BOOK!

Want

to Conquer

BOOKERY FANTASY
16 West Main Street- Downtown Fairbom
Saturday May 4, 1 lam-7pm
www.bookeryfantasy.com

• L a r g e , P r i v a t e , Cool, Clean Rooms!
• P e r s o n a l S t e r e o s w i t h A M / F M C a s s e t t e , CD!
• A l w a y s the h o t t e s t bulbs!
• C l o s e s t t a n n i n g s a l o n to W S U !
• W S U ' s #1 t a n n i n g s a l o n s i n c e 1993!
• FREE e y e w a r e p r o v i d e d !
• We will match or beat a n y c o m p e t i t o r s p r i c e s !

429-9393

• You c a n n o t get a better t a n a n y w h e r e e l s e !

>1 >11 ai

Fairfield

l h Ntw

o*|y 5 minute* from campus
I nivrnlty Sbopp«

Nuiicr
Center

Man H.ch«->
Wright Stali
Ualverelt)

400 minutes for
only
$45.00!
Limit one per person "Not valid
with any other offers 'Expires
(.'30/02 'Must present coupon

Tdc Ntv

i

i

i 3 visits for only $3! i
• New Customers '
i

i

,

i

i

*

I

•

I Limit one per person 'Not valid I
| with any other offers 'Expires I
| <i'30/02'Must present coupon |

t \ A, C 4*. C
Creative Hair Designs & Quality Tanning

2330 Grange Hall Road • Beavercreek, Ohio •

i

only.

i A month unlimited
i
for only $9.99!
1

Certain restrictions apply.

I Limit one per person *Not valid
I with any other offers 'Expires
| 6/30/02 'Must present coupon

£

Spicer Heights Shopping Center

" E X P E R I E N C E THE D I F F E R E N C E ! ! "

It.

